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The Y2K Moment for POS
Powerful consumer and competitive factors are creating a watershed moment for POS upgrades
It’s no secret that consumer shopping patterns and the way
retailers conduct business have changed dramatically in
the last two years. However, when we consider a short list of
these changes we typically think of smartphones, mobility in
stores, omni-channel shopping, showrooming, and the boom
in social media.
Few would put POS software on the list, but evidence from
this month’s custom research study indicates it needs to be included. In fact, the momentum currently taking place in POS
upgrade activity is a watershed moment in the retail store, one
that rivals the level of activity seen around the turn of the century for the Y2K effect.
Sound like hype? Let the numbers speak for themselves and
make your own judgment after reviewing the study data. The
impending surge in POS investments may be one of the most

under-reported phenomena in retail today.

Timing Is Everything
Retailers are painfully aware that the business model for physical stores is under siege. Stores are over built, downward margin pressure is a contagion, fixed costs are rising, online and
mobile shopping is booming, and showrooming is catching fire
with consumers.
Incremental improvement alone won’t reverse the momentum of powerful forces like these. The response needs to be
broad and deep, from infrastructure to customer experience,
to achieve a rebirth of the brick-and-mortar store. This ultimately means unshackling constraints in the POS solution and
unleashing its power to help achieve a customer-centric transformation.

Redefining Point of Sale to Empower the Store
Capitalize on One-to-One Interactions, Deliver Endless Aisle, Combat Showrooming
By Linda Palanza, Chief Operating Officer

As customer behaviors transform the retail landscape,
traditional channels are rapidly blending into a total shopping
experience. To be effective, point of sale systems must now
be cross-channel ready — enabled to be where the customer
wants you, when they need you to be there. Whether fixed
or mobile, point of sale remains the lifeblood of the customer
experience. As the hub of personal interaction, the store is
where retailers can offer powerful face-to-face input into the
direction of the customer experience. Deployed effectively,
today’s cross-channel point of sale system predicts and
responds to customer needs, and in turn provides the ability
to turn showrooming from challenge to opportunity, deliver
on endless aisle and empower associates to meet the needs of
educated and mobile-equipped shoppers.
Determining if your point of sale is equipped to face these
challenges begins with evaluating whether it eliminates
replication of data. The elimination of silos — technical and
functional — is critical as retailers focus on interpreting the
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direction of the customer experience. Leveraging a services
oriented architecture allows retailers to share business
processes and data across channels and facilitates reuse of
their high-value enterprise services.
OneView’s Enactor Retail for Store marks a transformation
in how cross-channel point of sale and store systems are
developed and interact across the enterprise. Leveraging a
SOA-based, business process-driven architecture, OneView
interconnects disparate applications via the commerce-driven
Enactor Commerce Platform to enable seamless cross-channel
operations from the store up. And perhaps most importantly,
Enactor Retail for Store can be deployed any and every way
you need it — mobile, fixed, kiosk and beyond.
OneView Commerce
+1.617.292.0400
info@oneviewcommerce.com
www.oneviewcommerce.com
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The timing for retailers to make an assessment of their POS solution is ideal right now
because 61% of retail respondents in the study
say it is more than five years old. When technology is this old it generally means retailers
are experiencing pain points that limit their
ability to add important functionalities, such
as loyalty program access or inventory status,
to help better serve customers and rebuild
comp store sales. (See Figure 1.)
With 61% of retailers in this crippled condition it is easy to understand that most are
probably making POS upgrades as we speak,
either for 2013 or 2014 deployments.
Only a fifth of retailers (19.5%) have a POS
solution that is less than two years old, which
means we can infer they have the ability to
serve smart, omni-channel shoppers at the
POS the way they expect to be served.
The remaining fifth (19.5%) have a POS
solution that is between two and five years old.
Some in this group will have successfully anticipated their future needs (their needs today)
at the time of deployment, but many others
will not have done so and may have to invest
in an upgrade before the typical five-year cycle
(and five years is a minimum timeframe) that
many retailers prefer.
We see evidence of this occurring in Figure
2, where we find that 48.8% say they will do
a major POS upgrade within 12 months. This
is a huge number and the 12-month timeframe is significant because it indicates scope
planning and budgeting have probably taken
place. Retailers who have already taken these
concrete steps are less likely to postpone big
IT projects than retailers who have a longer
timeline.
Add to this figure the 26.8% who say they
will do a major upgrade in the next two years
and the total is 75.6%. However, past research
patterns indicate that half of those who say
they are working on a two-year timeframe for
POS deployments will postpone their projects.
So, let’s cut the 26.8% figure in half and call
this a solid number. If we add this to the other
solid number, the 48.8% who say they will do
an upgrade within 12 months, then we get a
real-world figure for POS upgrades in the next

How long has it been since your
POS solution had a major
upgrade?

19.5%19.5%
19.5%19.5%

2 to 5 years
2 to 5 years
< 2 years< 2 years

FIGURE 2

What is your timeframe for
implementing a major upgrade
to your POS solution?

26.8%26.8%
Within 2Within
years 2 years

48.8%48.8%

7.3% 7.3%

Within 12Within
months
12 months

Within 3Within
years 3 years

61.0%61.0%

7.3% 7.3%

> 5 years> 5 years

>3 years>3 years

9.8% 9.8%
No plansNo plans

FIGURE 3

What are the key BUSINESS or TECHNOLOGY factors driving
your next major POS upgrade?
Adding mobile POS

60%

Enabling multi-channel selling in stores

60%

Building a robust POS platform

55%

Enabling new payment options (e-wallet, etc.)

52.5%

Matching or exceeding competition

50%

Delivering personalized shopper promotions

47.5%

Tighter integration with e-commerce platform

45%
35%

Integration with digital channels
Clienteling/sales support
Endless aisle functions to save the sale for out of stocks

two years of 62.2%.
This corresponds with the 61% who say
their POS is greater than five years old, which
is a nice confirming datapoint that contributes
to a strong conclusion that POS is entering
a major upgrade cycle or, in my term, a Y2K
moment. More confirming datapoints follow.

Why POS and Why Now?
The answer to “Why POS?” is easy: because

27.5%
22.5%

POS is the essential store operations platform
and a pivotal enabler for improving the shopping experience. As such, it requires regular
updating, which is often thought of by industry experts as occurring in five-year cycles but
more often thought of by retailers as being
seven or more.
Answering “Why now?” could be as simple
as noting that the recession began roughly five
years ago and that in lean times many big-
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ticket projects get postponed. When times get
less lean many of the postponed projects get
revived.
But we wanted a deeper understanding and
so asked retailers to tell us their top business
and technology reasons for upgrading their
POS solution. Leading the list is adding mobile POS, which was chosen by a big majority of retailers (60%). This finding is further
proof, if any is needed, that mobile POS will
become the coin of the realm in retail within a
year or two and retailers don’t want to be left
behind by the mobile juggernaut.
Tied with mobile POS at the top of the
list of business and technology drivers is enabling multi-channel selling in stores (60%).
Numerous benefits flow from adding Internet
connectivity to POS solutions. These benefits
include enabling the store to sell inventory
located in warehouses and from other stores,
for example, and also creating a backbone to
deliver Web-based information to associates
and customers during the path to purchase
process.
Combining POS functionality with Internet connectivity will become increasingly important as stores transform from being Web
deserts into omni-channel hubs of shopping
and customer services.
In addition to the Internet, retailers want to
make their POS systems more robust, which
was a business or technology driver selected
by 55%. In this context, robust refers to the
ability to handle customer orders, enable instore pickup/returns for online orders, clienteling, or the ability to see real-time inventory
availability to solve out-of-stock situations.
Other highly ranked business or technology drivers for upgrading the POS system include enabling new payment options (52.5%),
matching or exceeding the competition (50%),
delivering personalized shopper promotions
(47.5%), and tighter integration with the ecommerce platform (45%).
Respondents were nearly unanimous about
what is driving their next POS upgrade from
a strategic perspective – improving the store
shopping experience (94.6%). The second and
third highest ranked strategic drivers are keep-

What are the key STRATEGIC factors driving your next
major POS upgrade?
Improving store shopping experience

94.6%
75.7%

Keeping up with shopper expectations

62.2%

Increasing customer engagement
32.4%

Endless aisle for seamless cross channel interaction
Combat showrooming

13.5%

FIGURE 5

What will be your replacement approach to your next POS?

18.2%
33.3%
Create hybrid of
old and new

Adapt legacy
system to
handle new
functions

48.5%
Rip and replace
legacy system

ing up with shopper expectations (75.7%) and
increasing customer engagement (62.2%).
Customer-centricity has been a buzzword
in retail for nearly a decade, but it is a strategy that retailers have latched onto recently
as a way to save the struggling store and it is
certainly contributing to the current boom in
POS upgrades.

POS Upgrade Approach
Rip and replace is usually thought of as the
option of last resort, but the need to transform
POS systems today is so broad and deep that
48.5% of retailers say they plan to rip and replace their legacy POS. No doubt many in this

group are retailers with POS systems that are
greater than five years old and so far out of
date it is not worth updating. (See Figure 5.)
Only 18.2% say they plan to adapt their
legacy POS systems to handle new functions.
This corresponds well with the retailers who
say their current POS is less than two years
old (19.5%). Retailers in this category enjoy
the benefit of having made recent POS investments that give them the flexibility to make
improvements without requiring a full rip and
replace.
A third of respondents (33.3%) are taking a
middle road and creating a hybrid of old and
new POS solutions. These retailers are avoid-
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ing a costly rip-and-replace scenario, but since
these are not normal times it is interesting to
see that the cautious hybrid approach is a minority view.
When we asked retailers to tell us what
their current approach is to POS software in
the tech stack we found a big majority (76.9%)
have some proprietary or internally developed
elements. A similar share (76%) also has elements that are highly customized packaged
applications. The smallest share (52%), have
elements that are lightly customized packaged
applications. (See Figure 6.)
Looking ahead to their next POS software
upgrade, retailers tell us this pattern will reverse. The lightly customized packaged application option is the top choice for future
POS upgrades (84%) and the other options
fall sharply off – customized packaged applications were selected by 52% and proprietary
or internally developed applications selected
by 38.5%.
This finding confirms a multi-year trend
toward plain vanilla implementations of packaged POS applications. It also indicates that
a level of maturity has been achieved by two
important groups: the first is software developers, who are finally delivering products retailers can deploy right out of the box, and the
second is retailers, who finally recognize that
flexibility and standardization trump homegrown customization.
Retailers frequently talk about loyalty as
an important element of their relationship
to their customers, so we wanted to find out
whether or not they are loyal to their current
software vendor. Loyalty is built on meeting
expectations in a timely and accurate manner,
but unfortunately many POS software vendors
have historically made promises they were not
able to keep, and this shows up in the findings.
(See Figure 7.)
Only 26.8% of respondents say they will
work with their current vendor when they do
their next POS upgrade. What is the ideal
number? Should it be 50% or 60%? Impossible
to tell without tracking this metric over time,
but it is certain that most businesses would
consider it alarming if their customer turnover
rate was as high as 75%.
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What is the software approach taken for your current
and next POS?
76.9%

Proprietary or internally developed

38.5%
76%

Highly customized packaged app

52%
52%

Lightly customized packaged app

84%

Current

Next
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Will you seek a new POS vendor or work with your current vendor?

17.1%

22%

Seek new
vendor

34.1%

Work with
current vendor

Undecided

26.8%
Will include
both in RFP

FIGURE 8

Which POS infrastructure option do you think will be a key element
of your next POS solution?
Hybrid POS platform and e-commerce platform

36.1%

Mobile POS takes leading role over fixed POS

22.2%

Licensed POS becomes primary commerce platform for all channels

16.7%

Thin-client licensed software and hardware

13.9%

SaaS/Cloud/On-demand delivery with in-store server back-up
Thin-client SaaS software and hardware

8.3%
2.8%
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The good news is that while POS vendor
loyalty is low it is also true that vendor dissatisfaction is not extremely high. Only 17.1% say
they are seeking a new vendor for their next
POS upgrade.
And the door is definitely open for software
vendors to win back their current retailer clients, since 22% say they are undecided about
which vendors to look at and 34.1% say they
will include their current vendor in the RFP
process along with others.
Of all the transformation forces taking
shape in POS solutions the one that demonstrates the biggest shift is the relationship
between fundamental architecture and usage
in the store. When we asked a question about
this topic we restricted retailers to selection
of one option to ensure we could determine
a dominant approach, which turns out to be
a hybrid POS/e-commerce platform approach
(36.1%).
This finding dovetails with other recent
studies conducted by RIS News and it clearly
represents the new normal for retail. Retailers
do not plan to give up on their POS solutions
or their e-commerce platforms any time soon
and instead plan to integrate both into a single
transaction platform. (See Figure 8.)
One of the biggest surprises in the study is
the finding that mobile POS will take the lead
over fixed POS units in stores, which turns
out to be the second highest ranked item on
the list, chosen by 22.2%. How far into the future will the mobile POS takeover be for these
retailers? The question didn’t delve into this
point, but it is clear that retailers are seeking
freedom from buying and maintaining expensive fixed POS units in stores.
Thin-client and SaaS POS solutions appear
at the bottom of the list and are still waiting
for their moments to arrive. Having tracked
these technologies for many years it seems apparent that while they appeal to several retail
niches they are not headed for mainstream
adoption any time soon.
Since mobility is having such a huge impact
on POS systems as seen in several datapoints
in the study, we wanted to see how retailers
were going to execute their mobility plans.
With some retail strategies, such as so-
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What is your organization’s approach to mobile POS strategy?
Mission/plan first and then deployment

43.6%

Unsure how to solve operational challenges (cash, checks, wrapping, etc.)

41%

Concern about benefits not meeting expectations

33.3%

Mobile POS may not work in our niche/format

23.1%

Deployment and mission/plan done simultaneously

12.8%

Concern about creating a mobile silo

10.3%

Fast deployment without formal mission/plan

5.1%

FIGURE 10

What is the number of fixed or mobile POS devices per store
in your organization?

7.5%
15%

>15

10 to 15

20%
5 to 10

57.5%
<5

FIGURE 11

How many stores does your organization have?

15%

500 to
1,000

20%

More than
1,000

20%

100 to 500

32.5%

12.5%

Less than 50

50 to 100
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cial media, for example, forces are moving
so quickly that many retailers fire first and
take aim later. But POS is too important to
gamble with and so we find that 43.6% of
respondents say they will develop a clear mission and planning document before proceeding to deployment.
Still, more than two fifths (41%) say they
are unsure how to solve operational challenges
at this early stage and a third say they are concerned about achieving expected benefits from
mobile POS projects, which refers to return
on investment (ROI) and other performance
metrics.

Methodology and Who Responded
This study was conducted during the months
of August and September and only senior executives from national or large regional retailers were invited to participate. The results
do not include any store-level, field-level or
regional employees. Only headquarters-level
staff responses were included. Total number
of respondents to the survey was 40 valid retailers.

How many POS terminals does your organization have?

30%

More than
2,000

12.5%
1,000 to
2,000

20%

100 to 500

12.5%
500 to
1,000

FIGURE 13

What is your organization’s annual revenue?

18.4%

$5 billion
or higher

21.1%

Less than
$100 million

18.4%

23.7%

$1 billion
to $5 billion

18.4%

Conclusion
As the data in this study indicates, the dramatic momentum currently taking place in
POS investment and upgrade activity is a watershed moment in retail. It is a boom that
rivals (at least for store systems) the activity
seen around the turn of the century for the
Y2K effect both in scale, volume of retailers
involved and scope of transformation.
Because of the massive hype surrounding
such concepts as the rise of the CMO and
marketing department, social media, personalization, Big Data, cloud and other buzz words,
the massive level of POS activity taking place
is one of the most under-reported phenomena
in retail today.
No technology is more central to the successful operation of stores than the POS system and the dramatic changes in play today
can accurately be described as shifts in the
tectonic plates in retail. RIS

25%

Less than 100

$100 million
to $500 million

$500 million
to $1 billion

FIGURE 14

What was your company’s sales performance in the most recent
12 month period?

21.6%

No change

16.2%

Decreased

24.3%

37.8%

Increased
up to 3%

Increased more
than 3%
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